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More than 
hot air.
The energy lost through uncontrolled waste heat  
is extremely high where doors are frequently kept  
open, e.g. in department stores, office buildings,  
industrial premises and logistics centres ...  
Added to this is the unpleasant incoming cold air.

An idea was born:

The first air curtain systems in the 1960s  
had grating on the floor, through which  
the air was blown upwards. 

In 1974 we developed the first air curtain system 
in Germany. Its air discharge direction was  
from the top to the bottom. And it used lamella  
to convey the air. 

Over the years the technology became more  
efficient and effective. It was possible to use  
air curtains to screen ever larger doors.

The air curtain that  
separates indoor air  
from outdoor air.

This thermal principle is used by balloonists 

when ascending. We counteract the laws of 

thermodynamics to reduce your energy costs.

Warm air rise
s.
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An equalisation of air masses takes 
place in every busy building. Air that 
has been heated at great expense 
escapes through doors. 

The job of an air curtain system is to 
counter unpleasant incoming cold air 
in the entrance area with a counter-
current. 

Volume flow rate, speed, temperature 
and pulse must correspond to the  
force of the incoming cold air here  
in order to obtain the ideal benefits 
and comfort. 

The ability to precisely adjust the  
Teddington COnVerGO® nozzle 
enables the air discharge angle to be 
optimally adapted to local conditions.

The mode of operation of a 
Teddington air curtain system  
was examined scientifically in  
a test chamber for a university 
dissertation at the Faculty of 
Process engineering, energy  
and Mechanical Systems of the 
Institute for Technical Building 
equipment at the University of 
Applied Sciences in Cologne.

The diagrams show the cross-
section of the test chamber. 
They show the temperature  
curve and the air speed curve 
during operation of the system.

The presentation of the 
temperature differences in 
particular emphasises the precise 
screening effect of the system.

We have given further thought to the principle of 
air curtain technology. 

It’s not a trick, just physics.

This has  

produced am
azing result

s:

The functional principle behind air curtain systems. 

In our own company test facility  
we develop and test our devices  
and gain important experience for 
the design of air curtain systems.

	�The�thermographic�presentation��
of�the�test�chamber�clearly�shows��
the�effective�screening�of�cold�air�
(blue).

The�temperature�curves��
also�demonstrate�the�efficacy��

of�the�air�curtain�system.

	�Representation�of�the�air�speed��
curve�in�metres�per�second.

Presentation�of�the��
air�speed�vectors.

An air curtain system from a scientific perspective. 
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Integrated  
sales psychology 

Visitors to a shop with 
the right temperature 
demonstrate far greater 
willingness to spend time 
and money there. 

Integrated environ-
mental protection 

Ultimately the energy  
saved by the operator  
also leads to a reduction  
in the energy required.  
Good for the environment.

Good air  
conditioning

For example the sealing 
off of unpleasant smells  
or dust development in  
industry. In addition a 
good indoor climate 
reduces the incidence  
of staff sickness because  
a Teddington air curtain 
system provides the  
ideal protection against 
incaoming cold air at 
doors.

Integrated  
energy saving

Teddington air curtain 
systems make a  
substantial contribution  
to saving energy costs. 
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From pioneer to reference.
Teddington recognised the possibilities of  
air curtains at an early stage and therefore  
is among the pioneers of this technology. 

established in 1965, the company is the  
oldest German manufacturer on the market. 

In 1974 we presented the first air curtain  
system developed in Germany. With success. 

A milestone in the history of the air curtain  
was the development of the EVOLVENT®  
pressure chamber nozzle system in 1994. 

With the new CONVErGO® 

pressure chamber nozzle system 
we have set a new benchmark  
in nozzle technology.

�Maximum��
efficiency.

Our COrrIGO® air discharge 
system has also given lamella 
technology an important 
technological boost. 

 Today our range includes 
energy-saving air curtain systems, 
particularly quiet designs, 
systems for automatic sliding 
doors in straight or curved 
version, revolving doors and 
space-saving doors …

We are air curtains.

The extensive range of devices and 
controllers, the expertise acquired 
over decades, the consultancy and 
planning service – all of this has made 
us the reference when it comes to  
air curtain technology. 

We sell our products directly and 
indirectly in over 30 countries. 

Customers include industrial 
companies, retail chains, banks, 
airports, stations, shopping malls, 
sports facilities and exhibition 
companies. 

But small independent stores also  
trust the tried and tested devices  
from Teddington.von Teddington.

Irrespective of which Teddington 
machine you choose – You can be 
certain of having chosen a quality, 
state of the art proprietary product.

   Only proven, reliable components  
are used at Teddington.

   Modern production using CnC  
technology ensures a consistently  
high level of quality. 

   We are also constantly developing  
new technologies to minimise your  
operating costs and optimise the effect  
of our devices. 
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The nozzle  
makes all the 
difference.
In the 18th Century, the Italian 
physicist Giovanni Battista Venturi 
discovered that flow velocity could 
be increased by narrowing the 
cross-section. 

At the start of the 1990s we  
applied this principle when  
developing the EVOLVENT® 
Dnozzle for our air curtain  
systems, and registered a  
patent for it.

The air flow is accelerated by 
the convex nozzle side plates so 
as to create a concentrated, low 
induction air curtain directed 
against the outdoor air.

The aerofoil shaped profile divides  
the jet of air into a sharp core jet and  
an inductive support jet before finally  
converging it together again.

The “soft” tearing  
edge of the inner 
nozzle section brings  
about the desired  
induction of room air  
into the air curtain and  
helps ensure that the  
indoor air is at the  
right temperature.

The fillet on the outer nozzle  
section acts as “sharp” tearing  
edge and reduces the induction  
of the proportions of undesired  
outdoor air to a minimum.

The�EVOlution��
continues.�

With the new energy-saving 

CONVErGO® pressure chamber 

nozzle system, nozzle technology  

is being significantly advanced  

once more – to become even more 

efficient and save even more energy.

At today’s energy prices and  

the foreseeable increase in them,  

a decisive advantage.  

The patented CONVErGO® pressure 
chamber nozzle system is only 
available in air curtain systems  
from Teddington.

In the abovementioned thesis, a direct system  

comparison was made in the test chamber between  

a conventional device with lamella technology in  

the air discharge area and a device with a pressure  

chamber nozzle system.

The presentations of the respective temperature  

comparison clearly show that the lower area of  

the air roll of the lamella device is pressed inwards  

from outside by the draught of air.

Grazie,

Seniore Ventu
ri. 
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COnVerGO® 
The perfect nozzle.

Less energy 
Greater efficiency
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Below are just four of the 
many factors that influence 
the design of a system:

Often a model from our standard 
range is just the right solution. Sim-
ple and effective. Inexpensive and 
permanently functional. 

However in many cases the  
principle of “one size fits all”  
does not work, because physics 
rarely makes compromises. 

For an air curtain system to work 
perfectly and therefore also to 
generate the desired energy-saving 
effect, several individual factors 
regarding the specific installation 
situation must be taken into  
consideration.

It all depends on  
the situation. 
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Air curtain devices are produced in different designs depending on the situation or customer wishes. These include visible 
mounting on the wall or ceiling, installation in a suspended ceiling with the underneath visible and with air roll rotating 
inwards or outwards, integration in a suspended ceiling and many other possibilities.

What thermals  
are present in the 
building?

Which type of  
installation is  
desired?

How large is the 
door surface to be 
screened?

What wind load  
acts on the  
entrance area?

It is good to be able to trust an 
experienced partner when making 
this decision. 

We use our expertise to analyse  
the situation, and then offer you 
the ideal solution to suit your  
requirements.

Our product  
configurator  
can be found  
on our website at  
www.teddington.de.  
It will help you to  
find the applicable  
installation solution 
for your situation.

Thrust and thermals  
based on a number  
of building situations. 

Building�
situation�A
Door surfaces are on 

one side of the building. 

no notable possibilities 

to discharge air through 

thermal or chimney 

effect. 

Building�
situation�B
 Door surfaces are on 

one side of the building. 

Possibilities exist to 

discharge air to upper 

floors through thermal 

effects or outside 

through chimney 

effects.

Building�
situation�C
Unscreened door sur-

faces also lie on other 

sides of buildings, e.g.  

at the side or opposite. 

The size of the surface 

which can be used for 

air discharge is equal to 

or greater than the size 

of the door surface to  

be screened.
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and reliability.

Planning with foresight is crucial  
in every project.  

A great deal of expertise and 
experience is required to take  
account in advance of all relevant 
factors when designing an  
air curtain system.

Air curtain technology is a  
complicated subject, which is  
why we support our customers  
in every detail.

With the best 
recommendations.

Teddington air curtain systems can  
be found today in several areas.  
From small shops, through to 
prestigious bank and office buildings 
or to extensive shopping malls, 
exhibition centre halls, airports  
and industrial facilities.

The best air curtain system  
is the one which integrates  
harmoniously in its environment.

Minimum noise generation, intelligent 
controllers, minimised servicing 
requirements, reliable technology  
and attractive design ensure that 
Teddington air curtain systems fit  
well into every environment.

Decades of  
experience in  
designing and  
manufacturing air  
curtain systems

reliable service,  
whenever and  
wherever you  
need support.

Sound advice  
even in advance  
of planning

You can find our product  
configurator on our website at  
www.teddington.de.

A piece  

of certainty
.
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The choice is yours.

Design

Shop &  
Business

Doors
 MaDe ofAIR

We have divided our range of devices into three categories.  

This structure creates a clear distinction in terms of fundamental 

characteristics and helps our customers find the best device  

for their needs more quickly. Within the areas, users can  

choose from various device models, installation options, sizes, 

performances and colours to precisely meet their requirements. 

This area encompasses a wide range of device models specifically  
designed for operation in buildings with high demands on comfort. 

extremely quiet, unobtrusive but effective and attractive.

Special situations demand special solutions. Teddington offers devices  
in an exclusive design for areas where an air curtain system has to satisfy  
the most discerning visual requirements. 

elegant surfaces, quality materials, the finest workmanship. 

Maximum performance is required in this area. These devices are made to be  
extremely tough and offer high performance potential with optimal energy balance.

  Shops & stores  
  Public buildings 
  Shopping malls 
  Industrial buildings & logistics centres 
   Banks & office buildings

Industries

TEDDI NGTON 
AI R CU RTAI N SYSTEMS

Systems for 
every  

    applicat
ion area:
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AI R CU RTAI N SYSTEMSFeeling comfortable when shopping.

No�other�area�makes�a�bigger�
impression�on�visitors�than�the�
entrance.�

And�nothing�is�more�important��
in�the�Shop�&�Business�area�than��
a�pleasant�atmosphere,�which�
invites�you�to�stay.

Teddington�air�curtain�systems�
combine�a�pleasant�climate�with�
the�greatest�energy�efficiency.

Shop &  
Business
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Shop &  
Business

1918

Hardly noticeable and integrated or suspended in the ceiling, the devices in  

the Shop & Business area offer unobtrusive comfort with optimal performance.
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Design

TEDDI NGTON 
AI R CU RTAI N SYSTEMSSuperior technology in an elegant cover.

In�a�sophisticated�environment�
nothing�must�be�allowed�to�
disturb�the�elegant�appearance.�

Air�curtain�systems�here�must�
satisfy�the�most�discerning�design�
requirements.�
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Design
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So that your design system fits  

in precisely with the elegant  

environment, we adapt the  

air curtain system individually  

to suit the situation.

Individual��
and�adapted.
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Industries

TEDDI NGTON 
AI R CU RTAI N SYSTEMSWe love extremes.

Busy�workshops�with�doors�
several�metres�high�produce�
strong�draughts�with�high�energy�
losses.�This�calls�for�energy-saving�
solutions�for�non-draughty�
ambient�conditions.�

We�offer�special�systems�for�every�
industrial�application�area
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Industries
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Our industrial systems  

for vertical and horizontal 

installation are designed  

for extreme conditions.
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Multifunctional
With the multiple device func- 
tionality, the TLC 700 as central 
controller can regulate up to 9  
units in parallel or individually.  

All using a single control unit with 
touchscreen. This means there is no 
need to purchase and install several 
control elements, saving time and 
money. 

every master unit can be differently 
and individually programmed using 
the controller. One setting can also 
be assumed for all master units, 
however. This enables a number of 
configurations to be realised which 
can be precisely adapted to building 
requirements.

Simple to program 
The devices can be adjusted quickly  
and safely using the touchscreen with 
intuitive operator guidance. 

High process reliability
The climate in buildings is subject to 
dynamic processes. Several factors, from 
the outdoor temperature, wind pressure 
through to the impact of heat emitted 
by lighting and technical equipment, 
influence the temperatures inside 
buildings. The TLC 700 controller 
regularly scans a sensor system and 
automatically regulates the air curtain 
systems accordingly. 

Perfect integration
The new TLC 700 can be integrated  
in any building management system  
by means of coupler modules. For  
example it is possible to incorporate  
the air curtain devices in the overall  
concept for the heating and air  
conditioning technology and the fire 
protection and safety technology.

The TLC 700 is freely 
programmable as  
electronic remote control 
for 5-stage or variably 
adjustable activation of 
Teddington air curtain 
systems.

Integrated room temperature  
sensor to control the heating  
function and to display the  
current room temperature.

Integrated filter monitoring can  
be adjusted easily on site to suit 
operating conditions.

error messages can be retrieved 
using battery backed error  
memory for remote diagnostics.

Integrated clock with freely  
selectable programming of  
switching times for enabling or 
automatic mode and date display.

Key lock with adjustable code  
can be activated.

Summer/winter function, activation  
of solenoid valve and/or pump.  
Automatic switching between  
summer/winter by means of  
outdoor temperature sensor and  
electronic air discharge temperature  
control.

With the TLC 700 controller you  
can precisely adjust your Teddington 
air curtain system to suit the most 
diverse requirements. 

You can read off the actual status 
of your system in real time on the 
touchscreen and have all functions 
and parameters clearly in view. 

This makes the programming and 
setting of the wide-ranging functions 
and options extremely simple and 
intuitive. 

An installation assistant guides you 
through the menu and supports  
you with commissioning the system.  
An information button is available  
for every function so that you can  
access all information quickly.

The intelligent controller  
for complex systems

Sophisticated
 technology 

and user-fr
iendly  

intelligence.

Examples of control systems

Subject to technical changes.Subject to technical changes.

Every function –  
perfectly thought through

TEDDI NGTON 
AI R CU RTAI N SYSTEMS
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A step ahead through innovation 

for all applications.
Devices  

We have perfected the principle  

of “air doors” and in doing so have 

developed a wide range of applications. 

energy-saving air curtain systems can  

be used in the following areas:

 Shops & stores 

 Public buildings

 Shopping malls

  Industrial buildings &  
logistics centres

 Banks & office buildings

We are especially proud of having  

set new benchmarks through our  

innovations in air curtain technology. 

This enables us to offer our customers 

not only convenient solutions but also 

first and foremost the opportunity to 

save a great deal of energy and money.

Moreover Teddington air curtain  

systems make an important contri- 

bution to the protection of our  

valuable environment.

Always the right system. 
You will always find the right 
solution in our range of devices  
– from the smart entry model 
through to the high-end model  
to satisfy the most demanding 
requirements.

If you need something that is 
specific to your particular needs, 
we can develop a customised 
solution with you – 
TEDDINGTON 
MANUFACTUrING.

With a wide range of device 
models specially designed for  
operation in buildings with  
high demands on comfort. 

For the greatest visual demands 
and precisely adapted to suit  
various door situations. 

With maximum output, fast  
reaction and adapted to suit  
specific requirements. 

E-Series 

C-Series 

A-Series

P-Series

L-Series 

E-Series 

C-Series

A-Series

Ellipse 

Charisma

Delta

Saphir

Topas

Sintra

Silent 

ratiovent 

Induvent 

Friguvent

ratiovent 

The green technology  
for energy efficiency  
with eC technology and  
the CONVErGO® pressure  
chamber nozzle technology

The smart devices with the 
COrrIGO® air discharge  
system

Variable refrigerant Flow. 
The efficient devices for  
refrigerant operation.
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nozzle technology

High efficiency fans

Low temperature heat exchangers

intelligent control systems

Our innovations have set  
new benchmarks in air  
curtain technology and  
offer our customers not  
only convenient solutions  
but also first and foremost  
the opportunity to save a great  
deal of energy and money.

Moreover through their use we 
make an important contribution  
to environmental protection.

Teddington. The reference for air curtain technology.

Teddington�Luftschleieranlagen�GmbH
Industriepark�Nord�42�·�D-53567�Buchholz�(Mendt)�
Phone�+49�(2683)�9694-0�·�Fax�+49�(2683)�9694-50��
info@teddington.de�·�www.teddington.de


